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What is the UGA SSRL?
• Student Run
• Student Founded
• Faculty Supported
• NASA and UNP/AFRL funded
• 2 Cube Satellite Missions
• 54 Student Researchers
The Mapping and Ocean Color Imager 
Satellite
● Will produce near real time Digital 
Surface Models and Digital 
Elevation Models
● Utilizes & upgrades existing 
Structure from Motion techniques
○ Typically terrestrial algorithms
○ Typically utilized with UAVs
Structure from Motion
● Input is a set of 2D images, output 
is a 3D structure 
● Generates a point cloud from 
multiple images from multiple 
angles
● Sort of like saying “cloud 
computing” or “Big Data”, it’s 
really just a buzz word with lots of 
complicated parts
Courtesy of Julien Michot
Structure from Motion … Our Workflow
● Based roughly off of the RIT 
workflow
● Each step takes the output of the 
previous as an input
● Each step is a program
Image 
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Extraction
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Surface 
Reconstruction
Rasterization
Simulating Realistic Data Acquisition
● Custom program with 
Blender as rendering engine
● Utilizes GDAL in post 
processing
● Build a .json config file with 
test parameters 
● Script can be automated to 
test multiple SfM solutions
● Procedural terrain generation 
for varying large test sets 
example .json input data example visual output of mount everest from the simulation
Simulating SfM 
● Takes in the .json as an arg
● Runs through workflow
○ workflow can be stopped 
at discrete steps
● Outputs: 
○ DEM/DSM
○ Feature Set
○ Dense/Sparse Point Cloud
○ GeoTiff (Raster)
image acquisition point cloud generation
surface reconstructionGeoTiff Generation (Rasterization)
Initial results ...
● Let us find what to improve
● Improvement from 18m GSD 
would be needed for finer 
resolution. 
● With a single onboard GPU, 
compute time was estimated to be 
3.3 hours worst case and 0.9 hours 
best case
● SIFT, tie point generation, and 
feature detection in general are 
target areas for 
improvement/optimization
SSRL generated test data
*Uses eSOM TK1 and not Jetson TX1 or TX2, TX models 
operate around 14 minutes
Current Results
● After 500+ tests… 
● Testing with a custom 6.4 m GSD 
camera
● Comparing DSM/DEM’s with ASTER 
data (15m GSD data)
● Allows for better reconstructions!
● Simulations defined, finalized, 
confirmed our hardware! 
○ Custom 6.4m GSD camera
○ Integrated FPGA (Opal Kelly 
XEM7310)
○ Integrated GPU ( TX2 ) The MOCI 1U bionicle payload
MOCI's accuracy relative to ASTER data
Optimization & Future Plans
● Now that we have proven 
feasibility… 
○ Test with other planets!
● AI & neural nets to get better 
workflows
● Inserting custom programs into 
our workflow
Dense point cloud of Lenne crater on the moon, using MOCI & simulations
MOCIQuestions?
Stop by our booth!
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